Multi-compartment model to study the effect of air-blood and blood-tissue partition coefficients on concentration-time-effect relationships.
The influence of the air-blood (lambda) and blood-tissue partition coefficients of substances on the concentration-time-effect relationship E = [aCnT]b was studied by model simulation of uptake and distribution of gases. The model consisted of a lung compartment and four tissue compartments. Rat and human model parameters were obtained from physiological data, and substance-dependent variables. The observable effect E (righting reflex, mortality, etc.) for directly acting systemic agents was supposed to be related to the (arbitrarily chosen) concentration of the substance in the arterial blood or in the liver compartment. We conclude that for a directly acting systemic agent n greater than or equal to 1. If n less than 1 other mechanisms such as metabolism must be incorporated in the model which, however, should not be excluded when n greater than or equal to 1. If the observable effect is related to arterial concentration of the substance, n increases with decreasing lambda. If the liver concentration is related to the observable effect, man and rat may behave quite differently. This has major consequences for the extrapolation of animal results to the human situation in risk assessment.